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Introduction 
The purpose of this business plan is to set out the case for a joint funding proposal to 
support the employment of an Executive Officer to strengthen the roles and develop the 
functions of British Marine Federation Scotland (BMFS). 
 
British Marine Federation Scotland is the Scottish regional association of BMF UK Ltd, the UK 
marine industry`s business service and support trade association.  There are 12 regional 
associations (including BMFS) allowing a local focus on each region and providing feedback 
of the special conditions of that geographical or political area. This is of particular 
importance in Scotland given its geography, coastline and devolved government status.  
 
Background 
BMF Scotland has identified an opportunity to expand its membership and representation of 
the industry and to raise awareness of the value to the Scottish economy of the marine and 
recreational boating sector. The sector is a major contributor to Scotland’s balance of 
payments as a result of its key tourism role. The marine and recreational boating sector has 
considerable potential for growth and to strengthen the delivery of the Scottish 
Government’s strategies for development of tourism.  
 
Historically the marine industry has suffered as a result of the plethora of business and user 
groups which created confusion and lessened coordination of action within the sector.  
Initiatives were started in the last quarter of 2012 to draw the 3 main groups in Scotland 
together; to refine their roles and create a working structure which is more clearly 
understood at all levels. RYA Scotland (RYAS) is seen as the main group representing boating 
users and customers. BMF Scotland is the industry and trade group for the sector. Sail 
Scotland, is the marketing and promotional vehicle for marine leisure trade operators. There 
is now a drive to agree a full sectoral strategy with clear areas of responsibility for individual 
organisations. Along with RYAS, BMFS and Sail Scotland, Scottish Canals must be considered 
as a leading player of the industry sector giving a focus on not just coastal waters but inland 
boating also.  
 
This opportunity for a more coordinated and focused strategy for the sector is further 
strengthened by the recent establishment of the Scottish Tourism Alliance and increased 
political focus through the Cross Party Group on Marine Tourism and Recreational Boating.  
 
Strategic Goals 
BMFS, as a regional association, are tasked with the delivery within Scotland of the overall 
BMF Strategy for Growth 2010 – 2014.  The BMFS board have also set a number of strategic 
goals to be delivered locally within Scotland to lead the growth and development of the 
Scottish Marine industry and to take account of the aims of the devolved Scottish 
government. These targets are set out below:  
 
1. Membership Growth – there are currently 60 member companies within BMF Scotland 

which are believed to represent approximately 60% of the turnover of Scotland’s marine  
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leisure businesses. Yet there are many, mainly smaller companies within the BMFS 
target sector that are not members.  BMFS will strive to promote membership and so 
representation of the Scottish marine industries. 

2. Communication and Education - BMFS will build and maintain regular communications 
to member and non-member companies to promote membership and highlight the 
work being taken forward on behalf of the industry in Scotland.  

3. Online Forums and Social Media - BMFS will establish and run on-line marine business 
forums for sharing of information and opinion across the sector. This will provide the 
structure required to include the smaller and more isolated businesses into the wider 
discussions and information sharing.  

4. Streamline Industry Structure - there is now an understanding of the advantages of 
moving forwards together for a common goal and this cooperation and partnership 
working will create a more coordinated and focused approach for development of the 
sector.  

5. Industry Service & Support - the British Marine Federation provides a wide range of 
industry information services, business support and technical assistance to its member 
companies. BMFS will engage in and enhance the value of this support to the sector. 

6. Skills Gaps –to support the Scottish Government’s ambitions for growth in the sector 
and to assist members to meet increased demand, it will be necessary to proactively 
identify areas that require skills development. BMFS will assist in developing a training 
ethos within member companies and encourage members to understand their 
requirements for staff and identify opportunities to further training. 

 
Marine Tourism Initiative (Working with Scottish Tourism Alliance) 
The Scottish Tourism Alliance (STA) identified the targets for growth of the tourism 
economy in its document “The Future of Our Industry is in Our Hands – A Strategy for 
Leadership and Growth”. In order to maximise the opportunities these targets will create for 
the marine and recreational boating sector in Scotland, BMFS must work in partnership with 
the other selected strategic partners and in close communication with the industries in the 
sector, to promote the delivery of targets for marine tourism.  
 
Marine Sector Leadership 
BMF Scotland is led by senior industry professionals and as such is constrained by the time 
pressures and business commitments of those board members. These constraints plus 
Scotland’s uniqueness necessitates a part time officer to allow BMFS to continue to operate 
in its role as the regional association for BMF UK and additionally, to deliver the strategic 
goals to lead the growth and development of the Scottish Marine industry and to take 
account of the aims of the devolved Scottish government.   
 
 
 
Update to the Business Plan (January 2014) 
Funding from BMF UK and Highlands and Islands Enterprise as well as in-kind support from 
Scottish Canals has now been confirmed and has allowed the employment of this additional 
resource.  There is now a part time Executive Officer to facilitate greater commitment to the 
marine industries in Scotland.  


